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Abstract. The scattered wave components of a plane polarized electromagnetic wave
by an elliptic cylindrical scatterer are obtained as a parameter expansion of the more
exact circular cylindrical obstacle. The scattering potential of a scalar wave by a hy-
perboloidal scatterer as a parameter expansion of a circular cone is also obtained. The
parameter of expansion in both cases is the semi-interfocal distance.

I. General introduction. The magnitude of difficulties encountered in arriving at a
mathematical description of diffraction and the more general scattering problem increases
with the irregularity and convexity in the shape of the obstacles. Types of approximation
vary, but they generally fall into one of three categories, namely:

(i) an approximation valid for some range of parameter(s) involved in the problem,
which might be asymptotically exact in some cases (as in [2], [3], [4], and [10]);

(ii) approximation based on some numerical solution of the equation;
(iii) a simplification based on some intuitive insight into the physical nature of the

problem. The accuracy of approximations of this type is often not known a priori but
depends upon a posteriori experimental justification, [7].

The scattering of waves caused by an obstacle without edges is usually tackled as a
typical boundary value problem (b.v.p.). In this paper we shall obtain an asymptotic
solution to a b.v.p. for the scattering of plane polarized electromagnetic waves by an
elliptic cylindrical obstacle, as well as the asymptotic solution for the scattering potential
for the hyperboloidal scatterer.

In Sec. II.B, we shall develop and use a parameter-expansion method to obtain the
reduced wave equation for the elliptic cylindrical scatterer as a sum of that of a circular
cylinder and a parameter-dependent term. The asymptotic solution for the scattering of
a plane polarized electromagnetic wave by an elliptic cylindrical scatterer, as the sum of
that of the circular cylinder and a perturbation term, is then presented in Sec. II.C. In
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Sec. Ill, the reduced wave equation for the hyperboloidal scatterer is expressed as a sum
of that of a cone and a perturbation term. The asymptotic solution is then obtained.
The advantages of this method are presented by way of a comparison study of shape
approximation methods in Sec. IV.

II. Scattering of a plane polarized electromagnetic wave by an elliptic cylin-
drical scatterer—a parameter-expansion approach.

II.A. Problem formulation. The elliptic cylindrical coordinates are related to
the Cartesian coordinates by

x = I cosh p cos v,

y = I sinh p sin v, (2.1)

z — z,

0 < p < oo, 0 < ^ < 27r, —oo < 2 < oo,

where I is the semi-interfocal distance, (coshp)~x is the eccentricity, 21 cosh/x is the major
axis, and 2i(cosh2 p — l)1/2 is the minor axis of the elliptic cross section of the scattering
body with surface p = p\. We take the primary source to be a plane wave whose direction
of propagation is perpendicular to the z-axis and forms an angle 0q with the negative
x-axis. We shall assume that the coordinates xo, yo of the source are nonnegative so that
0 < Oo < The geometry of the elliptic cylindrical scatterer would be as in Fig. 1, and
the cross section in a plane z = constant would be as in Fig. 3.

Just as the elliptic cylinder is generated by the translation along the z-axis, —oo <
z < oo, of an ellipse in the (x, j/)-plane, so is the circular cylindrical scatterer generated
by a translation along the 2-axis of a circle in the (x, y)-plane. The circular cylindrical
coordinates from which the elliptic cylinder departs infinitesimally are related to the
Cartesian coordinates by

x = p cos 9,

y = psm6, (2.2)

2=2,

0 < p < oo, 0 < 9 < 27r, —oo < z < oo.

The circular cylindrical scatterer whose geometry is in Fig. 2 has as its surface p = po.
As usual we let the primary source make an angle of 9o with the negative x-axis.

We now state our b.v.p. for the elliptic cylindrical scatterer as follows:

(Vg + k2)Esez = 0, (V2 + k2)Hsez = 0; (2.3a)

E°ez + Elz = 0 or H'ez + Hiz= 0 (2.3b)

where E^Z(H^Z) is the scattered z-polarized electric (magnetic) field component of the
electromagnetic wave. The superscript s as in (2.3) stands for scattered and i stands for
incident. The subscript e indicates the elliptic scatterer and c shall replace e when such
wave functions are for the circular cylindrical scatterer. For simplicity of expressions
we shall omit the subscript z which stands for the z-plane polarization so that these
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> V

^ /.i — constant

Fig. 1. The elliptic cylindrical scatterer

functions will be assumed throughout this paper to be z-plane polarized. In (2.3a), if
Efz is used, then the first boundary condition in (2.3b) is applicable. The Laplacian for
the circular cylindrical scatterer may be written as

_2 (Esc (Id d2 1 d2 d2 \ (Esc
c {H2 ~\pdp^ dp2 + P2 892 + dz2 ) ( " a)
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A ;

Fig. 2. The circular cylindrical scatterer

and that for the elliptic cylindrical scatterer as

ViIE* = ( 1 + (24b)"1 Hi V(2(cosh®,,-cosM W2 a-V dz>)\Hf >
The parameter-expansion method requires that the reduced wave equation (2.3a) be
transformed such that

(Vf + k') {h\ = (v^ + k2 + £2jLe) {h\ = °' (2-5)
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and the asymptotic solution be obtained in the form

E-
H:

n OO

t (2-6)' q=0

where £ is a parameter and Q2q(p,0,z) is to be determined. It turns out that Qq = E®
(or H^), which is consistent with the fact that the asymptotic solution should be such
that when e —> 0, then

E't
Hi■)-a-

In the preceding sections we shall solve the b.v.p. for the magnetic field component
of the z-polarized electromagnetic wave. The same procedure, with Hs replaced by Es,
will yield results for Es. For the circular cylindrical scatterer, and H® are given in
[2] in terms of cylindrical Bessel functions as

n=0

and

E'c = ~ H£\kp)cosn0 (2.7)
Hn (ka)

HC = YL £n{-i)n J"^Q^ h£](kp) cosnd (2.8)
n=0 Hn (ka)

where Jn(-), Hn\-) are the Bessel functions of the first and third kind, respectively, and
en is the Neumann symbol. The incident wave is given by

E% = exp{—ik(Z cos 9o + X sin 6q)} (2.9)

and

H1 = (xsin^o — y cos#o) exp{—ik(xcos9o + ysin^o)}- (2-10)

II.B. Coordinate transformation and the transformation of the reduced wave equa-
tion. The piece de resistance for the parameter-expansion method would be a suitable
parameter e for the expansion and a transformation relating the elliptic coordinates to
the circular coordinates such that

H = n(p,0,z-,e),
v = i/(p,6,z;e), (2.11)
2 = Z,

where £ is a parameter.
The equation of the elliptic cross section in rectangular coordinates (see Fig. 3b) is

x2 y2

V2 + aH^) =
where I is the semi-interfocal distance. This ellipse collapses into a circle of radius a as
^ —> 0 for p large. So our suitable parameter would be £ = Thus the elliptic cylinder
tends to a circular cylinder in the limit as £ —> 0 (for p large).
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2£ = interfocal distance

Fig. 3a. Confocal ellipse

A y

(0,6) P (x,y)

(0,-6)

Fig. 3b. An elliptic cross section in the Cartesian plane
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The elliptic cross section of the cylinder in Fig. 1 makes the transformation task a lot
easier. From (2.1) and (2.2) we get

I cosh u, cos v = p cos 9,
■•I . fl (2-12)t smh p, sin v = p smff.

Looking at the dominant terms for p, 1 (which is one of the conditions for the approx-
imating ellipse collapsing into a circle), we have

he? + 0(1) = p,
, (2-13)v + 0(e = 9.

Now let

e#< = g/-i(P) 0) + fo{p, 9) + e/i(p, 0) + e2 f2(p, 9) + ■ ■ ■ , (2-14)
v = go(p,9) + Eg1(p,9)+£2g2(p,9)+s3g3(p,e)-l , (2.15)

where e is the small parameter This gives

-u £ e2/o £3/i

/-i f21 f21
from whence we obtain

coshM=^/-1^ + ^/o + ^(^- + /1)e-

sinhp, = ^/-i- + i/o + ^ f/i - 7^—^) £ ■/-

cos = cos go + £0! sin go + £2 cosfo ~ £2 sin g0

1 ( 9isinv = sing0 + egi cosg0 + £ I - — sing0 + g2 cosg0 ) +

Substitution of (2.14) into (2.11) gives

1.1 1 , 1/1 . \
a£ 2/"1e + 2/o+2 i7^ + /lJ£ +

cos go + egi sin g0 + e2 y cos g0 - g2 sin g0 ) +

1*1 1 * 1 (* 1 \
a£ 2/-i? + 2/o + 2

sin go + egi cos g0 + e2 y sin g0 - g2 cos g0 ) +

It follows that for

0(1) 1 cos go = pcos9,

|a/_i sin go = psin0

= pcost

/9sm(

(2.14)t

(2-16)

(2.17a)

(2.17b)

=> Po = 0, f—i = -p; (2.18a)a
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O(e) : |a/o cos 0 — pgi sin 0 = 0,

^a/o sin 0 + pgi cos 0 = 0

=» fo = 0, 9i = 0; (2.18b)

0(e2) : - pcosO ■ 52 + x/i cos0 = — cost.4 p
2a n . „ a

p cos 0 ■ go H— fx sin 0 = — sin 9,2 4p

=> fi = ~ cos20, <72 = fjgl sin20; (2.18c)

0(£3) : |/2 cos 0 - P53 sin 0 = 0,

^/2 sin 0 + p<73 cos 0 = 0,

=>/2 = 0,(73 = 0; (2.18d)

and on substitution of (2.18) into (2.14) and (2.15), we obtain the elliptic cylindrical
coordinates explicitly in terms of the circular cylindrical coordinates as

_ , o/„3\= —     cos 20 • e + O(e ),
a e a

;/ = 0+^^^ sin 20 • e2 + 0(e4),

z = z.

(2.19)

The Jacobian of the transformation of the dependent variable E* (or HI) for p ^ 0 would
be

j = d{p,v,z)
d{p, 0, z)

^{1 + 0(e4)} — 2sin20 • £2 + 0(e4) 0

— 2^3 sin 20 • £2 + 0(e4) 1 + 2^) cos 20 ■ e2 + 0(e4) 0

0 0

f|~l cos20 • £2 + 0(£4)|; (2.20)

that is, the dependent variable may be transformed thus:

Hse = JaHl (2.21)

where a is to be determined, and H*t is the transformed dependent variable. However,
on substitution of (2.21) into the reduced wave equation (2.3a) with the requirement that
as £ —> 0 the Helmholtz equation for the circular cylindrical scatterer should be retrieved,
we find that this is achieved if a = 0, that is, the dependent variable is invariant under
this transformation. This is, in fact, consistent with the geometrical theory of wave
propagation.
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We shall now transform the reduced wave equation (2.3a) taking into cognizance
(2.4b). To do this we need the following which may be obtained from (2.19):

^=T-2© cos20-e2+o(e4)

S = H?)

and
. 2a

= P |1 - ( ~ ) cos 20 ■ e2 + 0(£4)

2
= -(--) c°s20-£2 + O(e4),

d29 / a 2

ac! = "W sin29'£ +0(£)'

■inM-r' + CV).

We also require the relation

d2Hs _ d2Hs { dp\ 2 + J1 HI dp_ d0_ d2Hse ( 89

From (2.24) we have

d2m d2m {a\z ( . „ndHt n„d2m

(2.22)

(2.23)

8t2 dp2 \dTiJ dp dO dndn d62 \(hi j (2 24)
dHse d2p dHse d29

+ dp ' 8t2 + 89 ' 8t2 '

where i = 1,2; rj = /x; = v.
Also, on using (2.16) in conjunction with (2.19), we obtain

i2(cosh2 n - cos2 u) — p2 11 - cos20 • e2 + 0(e4)l. (2.25)

dv2 892
+ (p) {sin20^~C°s20^y^~COs20^}£2+O(e4)' (2-26a)

82Hi f 2d2Hse 8Hi I (a= Vtt + Pit + :
2

dp,2 \ <9p2 5/9 J \p,
f iW /Ws «2 rrs a2TTS}

x |-(,cos29^ - ~ <>ox2S^/} E + 0<£">'
(2.26b)
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so that the reduced wave equation (2.3a) for the magnetic field component Hse becomes

, 2a<v;+ *■)»;-<i-(=; c-i»v + o«*)} ({^2 + l«S + A^p

a \2 ( cos20 a2H" cos20 „„dm sin20 <92Hi
- cos 20-

p2 d92 p2 dp dp p dp 89
a'ffil , a2«+t- = „;

(2.27)

-cos 20}£2 + °(£4)) + ~q^t + k" ~ 0;

that is,

(V2 + k2)Hse = (V2 + k2 + e2LE)Hl = 0, (2.28)

where V2 is the Laplacian for the circular cylindrical scatterer as in (2.4a) and Le is the
operator

2 ' sin 20 d2 f(l+p) d 1 d20Le ' ' ^ p 89 dp C0S 20 ^ p2 dp + P2d02

+ ^ + & + fc2)+°(£4)}' ^

Thus, we retrieve the reduced wave equation for the circular cylindrical scatterer when
e = 0.

II.C. The asymptotic expansion of the magnetic component, Hae, of the scattered field
for the elliptic cylindrical scatterer. The scattered field of the elliptic cylindrical
scatterer may be expressed as

OO

Hse~Yje2qQ2q{p,9,z). (2.30)
q= 0

The motivation for this representation stems from earlier asymptotic expansions for the
solutions to the reduced wave equation by Sommerfeld and Rung [9], 1911, and the
several modifications thereafter. We may then write (2.28), with H% substituted from
(2.30), as

OO

(V2 + k2 + e2Le) Y, £2qQ2q(P, M = 0 (2.31)
9=0

or

(V2 + k2 + s2 L£)(Qq + £2Q2 + + • ■ ■) = 0. (2.32)

Imploring the method of regular perturbation at this stage we find that

0(1): (V2 + k2)Q0 = 0. (2.33)

This is the Helmholtz equation for the circular cylindrical scatterer; so it becomes im-
perative that

Qo = Hsc. (2.34)
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30 60 90 120 150

9 (in degrees)

Fig. 4. Graph of |//J| against 6 for varying eccentricities; e = 0
corresponds to = |//||.
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In addition, H® has an exact value given by (2.8)

0(£2): (V2 + k2)Q2 = -LeoHsc, (2.35)

where Leo represents terms up to the term of 0( 1) (i.e., of O(e0)) in LeFurthermore,
in general, we obtain 0(e2ra) as

71—1

(Vc2 + /c2)Q2n = - L^Qi{n - 1 -%). (2.36)
2—0

We may then determine Q2n as has been computed, and with the determination of Q0 as
in (2.34) the rest follows. To solve Eq. (2.36) for Q2n we need a suitable Green's function
G(p,9, z; po,90l zq) for the Helmholtz operator in (2.36). The Green's function should
satisfy boundary conditions. On the surface p = a, we have from (2.3b) that

OO

Wc + J2-2qQ2q(p,0,z) = 0; (2.37)
q=0

and for Qq = H* we must have that

|Q2n|surface = 0, Tl = 1,2,.... (2.38)

Also, the Green's function satisfies the radiation condition. Thus, a suitable Green's
function for our problem will then be such that

(V2 + k2)G — 0 except at (po, 0o, z0);
1 , , (2-39)

G ~ , R —> 0 where R = \p - po ;
AnR

and

c
G ~ -, p —* oo (radiation condition).

P

Such a Green's function would be as given by Morse and Feshbach [8], p. 888, namely,

eikR ^ r f°° Tjm{Tfi)Jm(Tpo) r. /773 G = = V (2 - <5om) cos{m(6> - 6>0)} /  , • exp{i\/(A:2 - r2)} gJt

(2.40)

so that becomes

/•oc /*oo f>2ir ( n ~ 1 |

Q2q{po, Oq, zq) — - / / / G*(p, 0, z; po, flp, zp) < ̂  LE2iQ2(n-i-i) ? dQdpdz.

(2.41)
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Let us compute Q2 from (2.41). Now, from (2.29) and (2.8) we have

LeoHsc = (-} ^ew(-l)"+1 JV^ka^ H^(kp) cosnO
\PJ Hn (ka)

ntann6 dH^(kp) + ^ ( (!+,) (2-42a)
pHn](kp) dp \pmL1](kp) dp

1 dp2Hn\kp)+ kz -

where

and

H{n]{kp) dp2 J J'

9H[[(kp) = kH^l, (kp) - -H^ (fcp) (2.42b)
dp

= + £«<»(*„) (2.42c)

so that

% - r r I £<2 - *->-«• - *» rJo Ja Jo [m=0 Jo

(2.43)

y/(k2 - T2)

• exp{«-\/(fc2 — r2)} dr I <j ^en(-i)"+1 H^\kp)
J I VP/ Hi '(ka)

( nt&nnd dH^\kp) ( (1 + p) dH^\kp)
■ cos nfl rrr   b cos 20  7TT    

V pHn \kp) dp \p2Hn (kp) dp

G(p, 9, z\ po, 9o, zo) and LeoHsc are bounded and finite, so that the integral for Q2 as in
(2.43) is finite and bounded (see [6]). With the computation of subsequent Q2„, for n > 1
(to desired accuracy), we obtain the asymptotic expansion of the solution for Hse as in
(2.30). may be obtained by a similar procedure.

III. The scattering potential for a hyperboloid of revolution as a param-
eter expansion of a circular cone. The hyperboloid is the only semi-infinite (and
separable) shape for which there are no exact solutions to the scattering problem. The
hyperboloid of revolution degenerates into a circular cone as the semi-interfocal distance
tends to zero. See Uslenghi 1969, [2, p. 623]. The hyperboloidal coordinates may be
related to the rectangular Cartesian coordinates by

x = |<i\/{(£2 - 1)(1 - r/2)} cos (p,

V = §<V{(£2 - l)(l -~'?2)}sin</>, (3.1)
z = \ d£r),
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where

1 < £ < oo, — 1 < 77 < 1 0 < 4> < 2-k.

The relations (3.1) are the same as those for the prolate spheroid as presented by Acho,
[10], if we set

£ = cosh //, r) = cos v, ~d = /;

that is,

x = I sinh /x sin v cos <fr,

y = I sinh /i sin u sin (f>, (3-2)
z = I cosh ji cos v,

0 < [i < 00, 0 < u < it, 0 < (j> < 2n.

This similarity is not coincidental since confocal prolate spheroids of interfocal distance 21,
major axis 21 cosh /x, and minor axis 21 sinh \i would be confocal hyperboloids of revolution
of two sheets with interfocal distance 21 and semi-planes originating in the z-axis. (See
Fig. 5.)

Also, the circular cone has coordinates (r, 9, ip) that are related to the Cartesian co-
ordinates by

x = r sin 9 cos ip,

y = rsm9simp, (3-3)

z = r cos#,

where

0 < r < 00, 0 < 9 < n, 0 < ip < 2-k.

Now with an analysis similar to that in [10] we obtain the parameter for our expansion
as e = I/a, where a = yj(a2 + I2), a being one-half the inter-vertex distance. We then
proceed to obtain the reduced wave equation for the hyperboloidal scatterer in terms of
the right conical obstacle in the form

(Ah + k2)Uh = [Ac + k1 + e2 Leoo'\Uhi (3-4)

where the subscript h indicates hyperboloidal operators and the subscript c that for the
circular cone. A repeat of the analysis for the prolate spheroidal scatterer as in [10]
(similar derivations for the elliptic cylindrical scatterer have been presented in this paper
in Section II.B) yields

02{
1 . d2U

cos 29—y + - sin 29~~^~
orz r or 06

cos 2 9d2U 3(r + 2) BU

+ ^-7(1 + 2 sin 1$ - 2cot0)^2 rz oO

+ ^(cosec2 6 - + cos20 \ + 0(e2).

r* ov zr~ or ^ 5)

'}
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incident
plane wave

Fig. 5. Reflected field by the hyperboloid of two sheets for plane
wave incidence

Again we retrieve the reduced wave equation for the circular cone when e = 0.
III.A. The asymptotic expansion of the scattered field for the hyperboloidal scatterer.

Let the hyperboloidal scatterer have as its scattered field Uh given by

OO

(3-6)
q=0

where the scattering function Q2q is to be determined as usual. Using the same argument
as in section II. C, we have

Qo = Uc, (3.7)
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the scattered field for the circular cone (for 9 + 0O < 29\ — tt, see Fig. 6) which has the
expansion (as by Bowman et al. 1969, [2]),

^ CO nO

U< = (sf) 1 e"" !>"■<«>•»« ~ M I dT * Tcosh
tanh 7tt

= e~^H[l){kr) (3-8)
K™ (cos 8)K™(cos Q0)K™(— cos0i)

r(§ + m + zr)r(| + m — rr)/Q™(cos0i)

where AT™(-) is a conical function which may be defined in terms of the Legendre function
P-(-) as

K?(x) = P£_ i(x), (3.9)

and Hrl\-) is the Hankel function of the first kind, while other symbols have their usual
meanings. The incident wave Ui is given by

Ui = exp{— ifc(xsin£ + zcos£)}. (3.10)

On application of the regular perturbation method (as in Sec. II.B, and in [10]) and
following the procedure in [10] we obtain

LeoQ0 = (~) •(—2cos( 12 _ ^(^)(fcr))-i|:i/W(fcr)+(J/a)(fcr))-i|l(H(i)(fcr))

+ - sin 20(if™(cos 9))~1
r dr

~(K™( cos 9)

COS 26 (K?(cos9))~^cos 9))
r 2 v rv n q02<

5t±2cos2«
2 r2

+ ^(1 + 2 sin 29 - 2 cot 0)(K?(cos 0))"1 ^(A'™(cos0))

m2 1
- —(cosec2 9 — 2) + k2 cos 20) > Uc

(3.11)

The Green's function in spherical coordinates is given by Morse and Feshbach 1953 [8]
as

^ £m(2n + 1)~—~Ti cosm(ip - ip0)
4n^0 (n + m)! ^ (3.12)

■ P™{cos 90)P™(cos 9)jn(kr0)hn(kr), r > r0.
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incident plane wave

Fig. 6. Scalar plane wave illumination of the circular cone

Q20

Now Q2q is obtained from

f27T />7T fOO /^—1

//ro \t=0

so that

f2n p7r />oo

rTC roc / 9 1 \

= J J J G \^^Le?iQ2(q-\-i)\ r2 sm.9 dr d6 dip (3.13)

Q 2 =
/»Z7T /»7T /»00

/ / / G(r0,0o,4>o',r,0,ilj)(LEoQo)r2 sinO dr d9 dip. (3.14)
«/0 J 0 J ro
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A substitution of LEoQo and G from (3.11) and (3.12) respectively gives Q2 as

„ j"aAik £ £m(2n+1)l!L^llcosm(v,_w
J0 Jo Jr0 [47T 7^o ("+m)!

X P™(cOS0o)^™(cos^)jn(^r)^n(&r) f S — COS 2$
3
—h
r

- ^HiT{kr))-l~H\l\kr) + (^1)(fcr))-1|^(^r1)(fcr))

+ isin20(^(cos^))-1 (^(fcr))"1^^^) - |

cos *20
■ ~(K?(COS0)) - —(^(CM^))-1 —(Jt7(cos9))

&±2cos292rz ^{kr))-^rHt\kr)--r
1 /-)

+ -T(l + 2sin20-2cot0)(^(cos0))-1 — (^(cosfl))"1
2rz at/

m2 . q . ,, „1 f / 7r \ 2 7rii-2r) ttanh7tt
 ^-(cosec 9 — 2) + k cos 20 > s ( —;— ) e 4  - 

r~ J [\2krJ cosh7rr

,,, AT(coS0)AT(cos8„)AT(-cos9|) ]amedTdrdll^
r(i + m + ir)r(| + m - ir)K™(cos 9\) J

Once again, G and LEoQ0 are bounded and finite so that Q2 as given in (3.15) is bounded
and finite. We may then compute subsequent Q2n for n > 1, thus obtaining Uh as

Uh ~ Uc + £2Q2 + £4Qi + ■ ■ ■ ■ (3.16)
An estimate of the asymptotic error follows as in [10].

IV. A comparison study of shape-approximation methods. The two methods
under consideration are:

(i) the surface approximation or Boundary Perturbation Method;
(ii) the Parameter-Expansion Method—that developed in this work.

The parameter-expansion method requires the transformation of the reduced wave equa-
tion and obtaining the solution of such in terms of the circular scatterer. On the other
hand, the boundary perturbation method does not require solving the Helmholtz equa-
tion but rather matching boundary conditions at the perturbed boundary.

Pioneer work on boundary perturbation was carried out by V. S. Erma [5], 1968, where
the irregular surface was expressed in terms of the circular coordinates in the form

r = rs{6) = a[l +efi{9) + £2f2{9) + •••]> (4.1)

where a = radius of the unperturbed scatterer, e is a constant that Erma calls "the
smallness parameter" and / is a function satisfying the condition

\efi{6) + £2f2(9) + ■ ■ ■ | < 1, 0 < 9 < 7T.
Erma admits the fact that this representation leads to needless complications in the

vector problem of electromagnetic scattering and, in fact, makes it impossible to obtain
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a single analytical expression valid to all orders in the perturbation. So he settles for the
much simpler representation

r = ra(6) = a[l + ef(d)\, \sf(9)\ < 1, 0 < 9 < tt. (4.2)

Though Erma in this paper makes reference to an earlier publication [4], 1963, where
he used the complete expansion (4.1), one would readily observe that in obtaining the
electrostatic operator n (as in [4]), terms of 0(e2) are dropped and, later in the final
expression for the electrostatic total charge Q, terms of 0(e2) reappear.

Datta [3], 1973 studied the oscillations of a spheroidal inclusion employing the method
of boundary perturbation. The spheroidal inclusion was expressed in the spherical polar
coordinates (r, 9, <j>) as

a(l — e2)5
r = n 2 • 2m* (4-3)(1 — e2 sin 9) 2

where e is the eccentricity of the spheroid. He then proceeded to obtain the expansion
identical to (4.1), namely

r = c[l + s(2 sin2 9 - 1) + • • • ] (4.4)

where

(4.5)(1 + (1 — e2)i)
but truncates this and employs

r = c[l + e(2sin2 9 — 1)], (4.6)

thus neglecting terms of 0(e2)- Later however, the scattering potential is given in terms
of an expansion involving higher-order terms. This is not a uniform expansion.

This is also true for the surface approximation technique of Senior and Uslenghi [2]
(which is not a parameter expansion since the surface function £ is used in the expansion).
In this case the spheroidal surface is defined in terms of spherical polar coordinates
(r, 9, ip) by

r = a(e-^«)'

where £2 — 1 1. However, eventually what is used for matching the boundary condition
is

r = a il ~ !sin20) > £ = 1 T, (4-8)

which are the first two terms of the expansion of (4.7).
This gives the parameter-expansion method a clear edge over the boundary pertur-

bation methods since the full expansions of the coordinate transformations are used
throughout the method, thus leading to a uniform expansion for the scattered wave.

Next, for all cases of boundary perturbations, the method is valid for axial incidence
only. This is obvious since the boundary perturbation method requires that the spher-
oidal wave coordinate v be mapped onto the polar spherical coordinate 9 (under the
transformation), that is, 9 = u be fixed. This weakness in the boundary perturbation
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method is, however, taken care of in the parameter-expansion method where the full
expansion for v in terms of 0, namely,

f = sin 2 6 ■ e2 + 0(e4) (4.9)

is used, thus permitting us to obtain scattering potentials for varied incidences (i.e., any
incidence).

A common difficulty in both methods is the fact that calculations in shape approxi-
mations are usually tedious and hence the cumbersome nature of the full expression for
the scattering potential.

V. Conclusion. Apart from the usual powerful advantage of a parameter expan-
sion, the method (as any shape-approximation method) has a special advantage over the
traditional methods in that the scattering potentials for the elliptic cylinder may be ob-
tained in terms of simpler functions (circular functions) instead of the more complicated
radial and angular functions. Furthermore, scattering and diffraction problems whose
solutions are known for the circular cylinder can very easily be transcribed to the elliptic
cylindrical scatterers, and vice versa through a careful limiting process.

The parameter-expansion method developed can be applied virtually to any convex
body provided the coordinate transformation to an approximating much simpler scatterer
is possible. Such a transformation would be with respect to a suitably chosen parameter.
As the search for more effective radiative convex bodies and scatterers continues, in
the engineering and physical sciences, coupled with the necessity for the simplicity of
functions involved in the asymptotic solutions to the scattering problems, the parameter-
expansion method may then become a priceless gem to the scattering theory.
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